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the example $objects = Get-ChildItem -Path $Source Sort-Object
-Property Name -Descending -InputObject $objects # And now the

main function begins, and perhaps I use a property in the input
object # to determine which sort operation should be applied. } If
I wanted to make some sort of test to see if it was possible, how
would I go about doing this? In other languages, this sort of thing
would be trivial, but I'm not sure that Powershell is this language
that can take this approach. A: You can actually have any number
of functions within a single function and they won't get mixed up.

You can have one function within the function that handles the
default case and if a specific function is called, it calls a different

function within the function: function MyFunction {
[CmdletBinding()] Param c6a93da74d
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